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Advanced Firearm Storage
Made for fast access and security



Reach 2S
Fingerprint Handgun Safe

RACT
Rifle & Shotgun Lock

The Reach series is Vara’s first 
product line brought to market. Since 
launching in 2019, Vara has sold 
thousands of Reach safes.

Designed to be fast access, secure, and 
versatile, the Reach 2S is the ideal version 
of Reach, bringing together the best in 
performance and security. Featuring an all-
metal security mount, sensor that unlocks 
in 0.2 seconds, compatibility with over 150 
handguns, and endless mounting versatility, 
the Reach 2S is the top of its class.

- Fingerprint or key access
- Stores up to 20 users
- Releases in 0.2 seconds
- Withstands over 350lbs force
- Mounts to bed, car, etc

The engineers at Vara have since 
created RACT - a highly sought 
after addition to the product lineup, 
employing the same state of the art 
technology that revolutionized the 
industry with Reach.

- Keypad or fingerprint access
- Fits ARs, shotguns, rifles
- Works with all attachments
- Vertical or horizontal mounting

The need for a secure way to store and 
access long guns has been an apparent 
issue for both consumers and organizations 
in the past. RACT utilizes 4 key components: 
a modular rail-mount, main locking unit, 
trigger cover, and stock support. This 
design allows the gun to be secured at all 
orientations, and allows for unlocking in 
under 0.2 seconds. The sleek design also 
provides versatility in use and application. 



What we believe
Vara Safety started with a mission to help responsible gun owners better 
protect their families and homes. We want to help make a difference through 
the things we make, the platform we have, and community we create. To 
accomplish this, we worked together with law enforcement, military and
ciivilan gun owners to help design the perfect solution.

Made in Troy, NY
Made up of a team of engineers, marketing, and operations leaders, we bring 
huge passion into our mission of ‘protecting the ones you love most’. Based 
in Upstate New York, many of our team members are responsible firearm 
owners, parents and share in the need for better personal protection and gun 
safety.

Contact Us
partners@varasafety.com

Follow Us
@varasafety

www.varasafety.com
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